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Being able 
to run fast 
is a key 

athletic quality 
that virtually all 
athletes want to 
develop, especially 
those who play 
field sports such as 
football and soc-
cer. Strength and 
endurance are cer-
tainly important 
in such sports, 
but they take a 
backseat to being 
able to get from 
point A to point 
B in the shortest 
amount of time. 
With our priori-
ties in place, let’s 
take a look at a 
few proven train-
ing methods that 
develop speed.

One of the 
most effective ways to develop speed is 
called post-tetanic potentiation (PTT). 
PTT refers to the theory that a more 
powerful muscular response can be 
elicited if it is preceded by a strong 
muscular contraction. For example, 
if a baseball player swings a heavy bat 

immediately before going up to the 
plate, that athlete will be able to swing 
the regular bat faster and therefore 
hit the ball harder. Or, if an athlete 
performs several sets of heavy squats 
and then tests their vertical jump, they 
probably will be able to jump higher 

than if they 
had tested 
their vertical 
jump before 
that squat 
workout. 
Here’s how it 
works.

Let’s say 
an athlete is 
lifting boxes 
that weigh 
about 50 
pounds each. 
As they do 
this, they are 
activating the 
powerful fast-
twitch muscle 
fibers. After 
lifting about 
five boxes, say 
they pick up 
a 10-pound 
box – they 
may find 
that the box 

nearly flies out of their hands. What has 
happened is that although they don’t 
need to use the most powerful fast-
twitch muscle fibers to lift the lighter 
box, their nervous system has been 
conditioned to anticipate that it still 
needs to activate those fibers with the 
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How to use contrast training to develop speed

A sprint chute is a speed-training product (introduced to the US by a Russian track coach) that 
creates resistance without affecting running technique.
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lighter box. The result: greater speed 
and power.

Although post-tetanic potentiation 
is the term used by sport scientists, con-
trast training is the term many coaches 
use for the training methods that elicit 
this response. This makes sense because 
you are “contrasting” one workout 
method, such as heavy weight training, 
with another, such as plyometrics.

One of the most practical methods 
for contrast training uses a pulling sled; 
you could have your athletes perform 
it on the Tuesday/Thursday speed and 
plyo workout on the BFS system. Let’s 
look at some details.

First, one common mistake many 
athletes make when pulling a sled 
is using too much resistance, which 
is unwise because using too much 
weight alters running mechanics. This 

is especially true when using inferior 
harnesses that have a rope or cord 
attached only around the waist, which 
encourages the athlete to bend forward 
excessively from the waist. Of course 
many powerlifters use sled drag-
ging with extremely heavy weights to 
improve their squatting and muscular 
endurance, and this is fine for strength 
training. For sprint training, however, 
an athlete needs to use much lighter 
weights.

A good starting weight for begin-
ners, or for athletes with low strength 
levels, is to use only 10 percent of their 
bodyweight (including the weight of 
the sled) when pulling a sled. Another 
mistake is pulling the sled for too long. 
You want athletes to use the sled for 
developing the drive phase, so the maxi-
mum distance is about 20 to 25 yards.

Just pulling a sled will help develop 
speed by increasing the amount of force 
an athlete puts into the ground. One 
reason older sprinters are able to run 
faster is not because they are increas-
ing their leg turnover, but because they 
are increasing their stride length by 
increasing leg power. However, you can 
add another speed dimension by having 
athletes alternate between sled dragging 
and sprint training. For example, after a 
warm-up, an athlete could perform 3-5 
sets of sled dragging alternated with 3-5 
sets of short sprints. More specifically, 
the athlete would pull a sled for 20-25 
yards, then sprint for 20-25 yards; 
repeat 3-5 times.

Consider that 10 total sets of this 
type of work are extremely demanding 
and may be too much for a beginner. 
The guiding principle would be to stop 

A pulling sled will help develop 
speed by increasing the amount 
of force an athlete puts into the 
ground.
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the workout when the athlete starts 
slowing down, a point that is often 
referred to as the critical drop-off point. 
Using an electronic timing system, such 
as the BFS Jump and Run, is a practi-
cal way to determine when the athlete 
reaches the critical drop-off point.

The Next Step in Contrast 

Training

One of the most popular methods 
of developing muscular endurance is 
by pushing a special sled designed for 
this purpose, such as the BXI Dog Sled. 
Rather than alternating between sets 
of resistance running and sprinting, an 
athlete can use a push sled to perform 
contrast training within the set. Here’s 
how to do it so you can show the 
method to your athletes.

Grasp the vertical handles, hold-
ing them near the top of the handles so 
you are in a more upright position, and 
push the sled for about 10-15 yards. 
Instead of stopping, you would release 
the handles, step to the side of the sled 
and take off in an all-out sprint for 
another 15-20 yards. You’ll find that 
when you release the handles, you will 
experience a sudden burst of speed, 
as if someone were pushing you from 
behind. You could have your athletes 
perform several sets of this type of train-
ing, followed by regular short sprints – 
it’s an amazing workout!

As for the weight to use, that 
decision again varies with the level 
of strength and athletic ability of the 
athlete – a good rule of thumb is to 
use the weight that gives the athlete 
the greatest kick when they let go 
of the sled. Also, consider that this 
type of training is very taxing on the 
nervous system, so it should seldom 
be performed more than twice a week 
to avoid overtraining. One sound plan 
could be to use the BFS Push/Pull 
Sled on Tuesday, and then perform a 

regular sprint workout on Thursday.
One advantage of the push sled 

is that there is little eccentric overload 
during the exercise. Eccentric means that 
the muscle encounters resistance as a 
joint lengthens, such as when an athlete 
descends into the bottom of a squat 
or lowers a barbell to their chest in the 
bench press. When athletes push or pull 
a sled, there is less eccentric loading, 
so they will experience little soreness 
from this type of training (and this is 
why athletes can perform heavy box 
squats the day before a game without 
being sore the next day). If you have a 
game on Friday, your athletes could do 
a short push-sled workout on Thursday 
without having soreness that could 
affect performance.

Another type of speed training 
works to develop the speed needed 
after the drive phase in running, when 
the athlete is upright. This requires 
the use of a sprint chute, a product 

that was introduced to the US by 
Ben Tabachnik, PhD, a Russian track 
coach. The sprint chute is a parachute 
that provides a small amount of drag 
to create an overload on the muscles 
without affecting technique. The BFS 
sprint chute has a quick-release har-
ness that enables the athlete to perform 
contrast training during a run. After 
hitting top speed with the chute, the 
athlete releases the chute; the resulting 
kick will enable them to run faster. For 
example, after performing several sets of 
regular sprints, an athlete could perform 
3-5 sets of short-to-medium sprints 
(say 30-40 yards), releasing the chute 
halfway through the sprint.

Contrast training can be a valuable 
method to help get athletes to the next 
level of physical ability. In many sports 
speed is king, and contrast training 
with the speed tools discussed here is a 
proven method to quickly get athletes 
faster.  

The BXI Dog Sled, shown 
here, enables an athlete to 
perform contrast training 
while running. Contrast 
training, as described in this 
article, enables an athlete to 
run faster than they could 
otherwise.
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Sprint Sled
2” Olympic plate 
holder
Comfortable, yet 
durable, nylon 
harness and lead

$199
#551450

BXI Dog Sled
Heavy 11 Gauge Steel Tubing
Full length runners for even distribution

$265
#5BX451

EQUIPPED 
FOR SPEED

SPEED IS A SPECIALTY BUT SPEED IS ALSO A NECESSITY 
How do we give a specialists skill to 
every athlete? We buckle down and 
train! 
Train hard

Train with the right tools
Train to compete 
Train to win!

option 800-628-9737

Heavy Duty 
Push/Pull Sled
Heavy 11 Gauge Steel
3/8” Slide Plates
Built for concrete or asphal

$295
Harness and Bumpers 
not Included

$345
With Harness and Lead



BOUND FOR SUCCESS

FRONT TO BACK QUARTER EAGLE

Plyo Ramp $495
l-89” w-48” h-14”

Develop explosive lateral 
quickness

Rehab tool for ankles and 
knees

Stable steel frame; non-slip 
rubber top

Includes plyo ramp video

BOUND FOR SUCCESS

$119
10” Box

$139
20” Box

$219
32” Box

$259
42” Box

INDIVIDUAL BOXES AVAILABLE AS YOU 
EXPAND YOUR PLYOMETRICS PROGRAM 
ALL PLYO BOXES CONSTRUCTED WITH THE BFS CLOSED, 
SOLID SIDED DESIGN TO REDUCE THE RISK OF INJURY 
BY TRIPPING OR STEPPING THROUGH ON A MISSED REP
Our Plyo Boxes are stackable to save space.

VARSITY PLYO BOX SET
$695

VARSITY PLYO BOX SET INCLUDES: 
Plyometric 
box jumping 
video. 

3 x 20” boxes
1 x 32” box 

1 x booster

VARSITY PLYO BOX SET
$695

EXPLOSIVE! - CALL NOW 1-800-628-9737 
DEDICATED TO HELPING ATHLETES SUCCEED SINCE 1976

BFS plyo boxes 
are proudly designed and 
manufactured in the USA 



Sideline Cycle
$1195
Maintain athletic readiness during games!
Commercial-grade drive belt for the smoothest 
ride
Proper warm-up and cool-down prevents 
muscle pulls
Heavy duty, solid steel frame handles up to 
350 pounds 
Fully-adjustable seats and handle bars
Color and Model of bike may change based on 
manufacturer’s supplies

Rowing Machine
$799
Space Saving Design
Involve the whole body and multi-joint 
movement for a superior cardio work out

AFFORDABLE CARDIO FROM BFS

BFS is proud to be working with Greenlife Labs to bring Manfeed Pro to our athletes.  Greenlife Labs’ commitment to 

with BFS principles.  Get started 800-628-9737

DEDICATED TO HELPING ATHLETES SUCCEED SINCE 1976

“Green Life Labs product MANFEED 
PRO, is my go to supplement. No 
matter whether I am in the middle of 
my season or training in the off-season 
MANFEED PRO provides the healthy, 
natural nutrition I need.

This product WORKS.”
Paul Kruger, OLB, 
Super Bowl XLVII Champion

“MANFEED PRO has been an 
essential part of our football 
teams nutritional growth.  It 
has helped us increase team 
hypertrophy/size better than any 
other supplement that is NCAA 
compliant.”  

Evan Simon,
Strength and 
Conditioning Coach 
Utah State University 

NCAA Compliant - All Natural Protein - Over 90% Digestible  
MANFEED Pro is created from natural ingredients that your body knows exactly 
how to process and use, that’s why we achieve over 90% digestibility. This means 
you are getting higher levels of Protein, Carbohydrates and Fiber the body can use 
to replenish and rebuild cells for the entire body. 

Order From BFS Online $59.95
Net Weight 5 Lbs (2.26 Kg), 20 servings. 32 Grams 
of protein per serving, 0 Trans fat. Chocolate & Vanilla


